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Mental
Prepare in Advance

Facilitator: In advance of  the session:

• Retrieve, review, and have ready the Character Map 
listed below (links on this session webpage)

• Provide a whiteboard and markers

• Review today’s scripture text and the session 
activities to help better facilitate the discussion.

• Have the Bible Background Video ready to view.

Explore

Before reading the text, lead the following 
discussion: As consumers, how responsible are we for 
things like child labor, unfair wages and 
environmentally damaging business practices? Can 
you think of  any scriptures in the Bible that relate to 
this?

Now have someone read 1 Kings 21:1-19 out loud, 
then show the Bible Background Video.

A Story of Greed

Using the whiteboard, take a moment to “map” the 
main characters and/or elements in this story – 
Ahab, Jezebel, Naboth, the vineyard, the Elders/
witnesses, and Elijah. How are they related? Who 
does what to whom? Refer to the “map” image 
linked on this session’s main page.

• How does Jezebel take advantage of  the religious 
system as she committed this murder? 

• To what extent do each of  the characters share 
responsibility for what occurred? 

• What reasons could these characters give to excuse 
their actions (the Elders, for instance could say they 
were only following the king’s orders)? 

• Who bears the most responsibility in God’s eyes? 
Which characters could have acted to stop the 
crimes that took place?

Greed in the Marketplace

Do we ever find ourselves in Ahab’s predicament?

Who is sometimes harmed by our constant desire to 
have “stuff ?”

On the whiteboard draw another “map,” this time of 
the characters in our own daily story – ourselves, the 
products we want, the stores that sell them, and the 
people who are exploited. 

• How are they related? 

• Who does what to whom?

• Who bears the primary responsibility for what 
happens? Who can act to stop the cycle that harms 
so many people?

• What excuses do we sometimes give?

• In what ways do even our churches contribute to 
these problems?

Closing

This passage poses difficult questions for us as 
Christians in a world of  consumerism. Allow time 
for open discussion. As a closing activity, work 
together to compose a prayer we could use daily to 
remind us of  the things we’ve learned today.

By Jon Parks
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